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Materials

Problem / Question
How does the method used to
forecast stock price affect the
percentage accuracy.

Photos

Excel, Desmos,
Webull Trading Platform,Yahoo
finance.

Results
Mathematical methods were more successful
than the technical methods
The technical methods work better on medium
term time periods
The technical methods work well on long term
periods but not not a really long period like a
year;

Hypothesis
It was hypothesized that Mathematical

Procedure

methods will be more successful than

Conclusion

the technical methods because the
The procedure is exttremelt long ( 3 pages)

period is a short term.

I’’ will give a very brief description of each one
Regression
Enter data into desmos using x ad day and y as price. Use
different forms of regression and based on the graph produced ,
make a prediction

Variables
Controlled
variables

Independent
variable

Dependent
variable

Charts

Based on the data collected, out of all the
methods used, the most effective method in
terms of percentage accuracy with the forecast
was the mathematical ones. Of out of theses, the
most successful was regression.

RSI indicator- Open Yahoo finance and open a graph and click
on indicator . Then Select RSI and set overbought as 70 and
oversold as 30. Make a prediction on the graph produced.
Probability

Stocks
used, time
period
used,
volatility of
stocks
used

• The method
used to predict
the future price

• The
percentage
accuracy of
the forecast

Gather all data from a stock. Find the percentage change in
price. Sort the price. Create a function based on the data given
Volume
Analyze the data you have collected and its corresponding
volume. Make a prediction based the correlation between the
price and volume.
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Data / Observations
The four methods used were regression, RSI indicator ,
probability and trends in volume .
Regression- Regression is a model of best fit for data given
that produces a graph. You can try to make predicts of the
graph which is what done.
Probability- Percentage changes in prices were put into a lit
and then used to predict a future price depending how much a
certain event happened.
RSI Indicator- This indicator values if a stock is overbough or
oversold. It produces a graph which can be used to predict
future prices.
Trends in Volume- Volume trends were compared to price . If
there was correlation between the price and volume , a
prediction was made. If there was not a correlation, then a
prediction would be made through past prices at a current
volume.
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The Shorter time period, the higher percentage
accuracy there was

Zach, V. all posts by Z. (2020, November 18). An introduction to polynomial regression. Statology. https://www.statology.org/polynomial-regression/

Th higher the price, the higher percentage
accuracy there was.
If you use too much data on regression, it
models the data well but does not predict a good
value.
Convergence is a good predictor for the RSI
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